The Hybrid-Power mattress combines the pressure redistribution properties of high specification foam, with alternating pressure relief. The visco-elastic foam conforms to the shape of the body, while the alternating cells assist with pressure relief.
There is no requirement to move the patient off the bed to step them up to an alternating system or step them down to a static mattress.

Superb Comfort, Style & Performance...

- Cover can withstand a higher concentration of cleaning substances and offers greater resistance to abrasion
- High frequency welded seams protect against fluid ingress
- 360° zip to prolong longevity
- Automatic lock out feature
- Low pressure alarm and indicator
- Compact and light weight power unit
- Power failure alarm and indicator
- Non-slip base - prevents the mattress from sliding out of position, giving reassurance to the patient and carer
- Base sheet - prevents fluid ingress

HYBRID-POWER
CODE: HYB/POWER

- MAX WEIGHT: 254kg / 40st
- RISK FACTOR: High Risk
- OPERATING CYCLE: 10 mins
- MATTRESS DIMENSIONS (INFLATED): 1980 x 880 x 160mm
- MATTRESS WEIGHT: 16kg
- PUMP DIMENSIONS: 254 x 130 x 95 mm
- PUMP WEIGHT: 2.5kg
- SAFETY STANDARDS: Components tested to BS5852
- POWER SUPPLY: 220-240V 50-60Hz 0.25A 16W
- NOISE LEVEL: ≤30db
- FUSE RATING: T1A/250v

Turning pillow - provides additional comfort

Power unit - easy to use, no requirement to move the patient out of bed when stepping them up to the alternating mode

Designated full width heel zone - additional support given to vulnerable heels

White inner substrate - fluid ingress becomes easily identifiable to aid infection control guidelines
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